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Introduction
You’re about to embark on a journey of a lifetime – managing the development or
renovation of your healthcare community.
More times than you will be able to count, you will be faced with a financial decision
or a way to cut costs. Should your building facade feature brick or stone? Why do
some delivery companies charge more during the afternoon? Why do permits cost
so much money? And then “the mother” of all financial questions: When all is said
and done, what will this project cost? In other words, what is the bottom line?
You have time to debate these questions – and dozens of others like them. But your
journey will be infinitely simpler if you select an experienced healthcare contractor
to act as your partner – and your advocate – every step of the way.
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Vet Your Advocate Carefully
Just as the residential construction industry boasts leaders, the healthcare arena does, too. Find out
who these leaders are in your area. Study their work. Review their websites and online portfolios. Visit
some of their projects, in person. Talk with some of their previous healthcare clients, who should be
happy to speak with you and shed light on their experience with the contractors. And then set up
interviews with healthcare contractors who stand out above the rest.
For all intents and purposes, this contractor will function as your go-to liaison in matters that revolve
around the most minute details to those that portend significant consequences. From painting to
major construction, the contractors you hire will be the deciding factor on the quality of your project.
Knowing this, it’s vital that you select a contractor who not only boasts a stellar professional reputation
but also is someone who is compatible with you personally – someone you feel you can trust, depend
on and communicate with freely and easily.
Perhaps most importantly, a contractor should not only encourage questions but actively work to
inform and educate you. After all, he or she presumably has been through this process many times
before; you haven’t. A conscientious contractor understands this and should explain not only what he
or she is doing, but why.
It’s a devil’s advocate point worth considering: A healthcare contractor who tries to “sell you” on cost
alone is probably not the right contractor for you. In fact, an emphasis on cost in this early stage should
serve as a cautionary red flag. Put another way, if the contractor is overtly focused on cost now, what
will he or she do when confronted with a decision about the wisdom of spending more money on an
unforeseen life-safety enhancement at your community? It’s a thought worth pondering.
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Once you have selected the company to complete your work, you
can expect your project to proceed through about 14 phases. They
may not all follow this succession; some may occur simultaneously
or may take place in a somewhat different order. But they will take
place at some point, and a diligent contractor will competently lead
you through them all.

1. Open a General Assessment
A contractor must immerse himself or herself in your business to learn everything
about your business model, your business plan, your mission statement and
obviously, your growth and expansion plans. There is no rushing this process; it takes
time to walk around your site and take photographs, interview staff members and ask
questions. The process is also recursive, meaning that you should expect a thorough
healthcare contractor to double-back over ground and material previously covered.
This is the nature of research, and it can be an invigorating experience for healthcare
managers, who may be compelled to think of solutions in new, unforeseen ways.

2. Conduct High-level interviews
A conscientious contractor will conduct interviews with management and executive
teams to glean their vision for the project. If a larger design project is occurring,
department managers should be invited to participate as well; presumably, they
are the ones who really know how the facility works, how it can function better and
exactly what it needs to elevate it to a higher standard. In a perfect world, everyone
agrees on a course of action. But a realistic contractor doesn’t expect perfection; he
or she should be a good listener who is capable of resolving differences of opinion
and making accommodations that will be agreeable to the majority.
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3. Undergo a Mechanical and Electrical Assessment
If your project involves remodeling the space you already have, expect the next
phase to focus on the mechanical and electrical components of your building.
The healthcare contractor must understand the condition, strengths, weaknesses,
limitations and potential reuse of the components in the present building. He or
she also should consider if the structure and its systems are functioning according
to local building codes and other regulatory statutes. In the end, the healthcare
contractor should provide you with a report on his or her findings – an evaluation
that will serve as your first “heads-up” about the potential costs of your project.

4. Create a “Master” Plan
Now the real fun begins – at least for the healthcare contractor. Before he or
she begins work on the design of your healthcare community, the contractor
should at least show you some of his or her previous work to get an idea of your
preferences (because sometimes dislikes are more enlightening than preferences).
The contractor knows, and you should expect, that this “master” plan is fluid
and subject to change; think of it as a first draft that will in all likelihood undergo
revisions. Still, it is a significant step and it culminates in a conceptual site plan
that includes space allocations and architectural drawings.

5. Look into Your Financial Future
A healthcare contractor should be willing to conduct an initial credit assessment
and determine your facility’s capacity for debt. This is an optional step – and one
you may wish to place in the hands of your own financial advisers. Alternatively,
you may choose a hybrid mix of the two. However you choose to handle it,
it’s vital to ensure that your facility is set up for long-term financial success.
Reviewing funding options is tantamount as well.
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6. Hone in on Costs
With the initial assessments and a conceptual plan underway, it’s time to figure out
what the project will cost. At this juncture, it’s imperative to have full involvement – all
hands on deck to ensure that nothing is overlooked and all scenarios are considered,
discussed and reconciled. A trifecta should take front and center stage: a project
developer who is responsible for planning, estimating and scheduling; a design team
that includes architects and engineers; and consultants, who may include physicians,
specialists and others who can provide valuable input.

7. Launch a Field Assessment
The design team usually enjoys “digging in” to this step – a thorough review of the
design site that includes such issues as property lines, topography, utilities and
easements. At the same time, local zoning and parking ordinances are considered,
as are any other site elements that may affect the project. The healthcare contractor
also should request an assessment of hazardous materials on the site. If your project
calls for remodeling current space, you can add ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act)
compliance to the list.

8. Review the Deliverables
This is a landmark day in the history of any construction project: the day the healthcare
contractor delivers the layouts and schematic designs. This highly detailed site plan
includes renderings of both the interior and exterior, including every wall on the interior
and every shrub on the exterior. These deliverables should incorporate the suggestions
and changes that have evolved since the conceptual site plan was unveiled. Most
healthcare contractors will say that “it’s never too late” to alter a schematic design.
While true, the costs will probably start to escalate sharply at this point because they
tend to set off a domino effect elsewhere in the plan.
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9. Fine-tune the Design
At your discretion, a healthcare contractor will conduct a second round of interviews with
the staff members whose opinions you view as critical to the project. Though potentially
time-consuming, it’s prudent to gather opinions and make changes before construction
begins and to avoid the cost of paying a crew to do and then re-do work later. This is also
a smart time for the healthcare contractor to address any code issues and start planning
for moving the project through the process of local and state reviews.

10. Assess the Construction Cost and Timeline
A healthcare contractor should provide a line-item report of the project’s cost, as well as
a timeline for completion. Together, these documents are known as the “final construction
documents.” The level of detail can form an arcane, voluminous mountain of paper that
must be studied carefully to ensure that all changes have been incorporated and are
accounted for (literally). Meanwhile, a detailed construction schedule will help ensure that
the project remains on-time and on-budget.

11. Begin the Procurement Phase
To you, it might be known as “bidding,” but many contractors refer to the process of
securing bids as procurement. Expect that your contractor or project manager will review
and pre-qualify local and regional bidders with you. Your contractor or manager should
develop a detailed set of bid instructions, sometimes referred to as a request for proposals,
or RFPs. Contractors who cannot comply with these instructions need not apply. But
the ones who do should be screened – as much for the experience they would bring to
the project as their fee for providing the service – from erecting the first steel beams
to applying the final coats of paint to the walls. For your benefit, your contractor may
assemble all bids in one file or booklet, under the suitably named “Subcontractor Bid List.”
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12. Launch Construction
A ceremonial ribbon-cutting ceremony may accompany this milestone. But even if
your healthcare project gets underway in a quiet, low-key manner, it probably won’t
remain quiet for long as more contractors arrive on the scene and begin to transform
the schematic plan into a reality. It’s the contractor’s responsibility to ensure that the
project adheres to the established deadlines, and it’s vital that he or she keep you
apprised of its progress on at least a weekly basis. This is where communication skills
will come into clear focus. While you should not be bothered with negligible details,
you should be kept apprised of any significant developments that could compromise
the construction schedule and place the completion date at risk.

13. Celebrate the Closeout
This ribbon-cutting signifies more than the completion of your healthcare project;
it’s a day that will forever be associated with your facility’s history. While tours and
demonstrations may play a role in the public presentation, there should be plenty
of “private activity” taking place behind the scenes, for this is when the contractors
should provide you with final drawings, equipment specifications and operation
manuals. At this juncture, you might feel a decided shift in “ownership” of the
healthcare project. Now it’s your pride and joy. But a reliable contractor shouldn’t
bid you a final goodbye just yet.

14. Expect Ongoing Support
In time, the contractor’s role in your life will diminish. For now, he or she should remain
accessible to assist you with the licenses, surveys, accreditation information, life-safety
protocols and other paperwork that your healthcare project has spawned. This flood of
paperwork usually doesn’t descend in one fell swoop; it often comes in waves.
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Renovia is a nationwide commercial
painter focused on making your
property look great and last longer.
To learn more, visit renovia.com.

Conclusion
Only when your healthcare facility is finished will you see
that you persevered over more than 14 phases; it may feel
like 2,014 phases. When you’re involved in the day-to-day
nuances of a project, the end of every day may feel like
a small triumph. At the end, your healthcare project will
constitute a major triumph – and your journey of a lifetime.
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